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Background
Regional Context
The Town of Norton is a quiet suburban community located in a very busy region of
Massachusetts. Route 495 runs through the community and connects drivers to Route 95 to the
west and Route 24 to the east. The Cities of Attleboro, Taunton, and Brockton are either
adjacent to or within a few miles of Norton, providing regional populations centers in close
proximity (Figure 1). The Town is located within an hour of Boston, Providence, and Cape Cod.
Norton’s community character lies in contrast to these areas with a less dense, suburban
development pattern. However, the Town experiences pressures and impacts from these
regional forces in the form of high traffic volumes and continued high demand for housing.
Over the second half of the 20th century, Norton actively supported a more dispersed pattern of
development community-wide. As late as 1998, with the Master Plan, recommendations
included expanding more auto-oriented business, “rural residential” housing styles, and strip
commercial development. With the continued regional pressures related to traffic and housing,
Norton understands that its land use policies and regulations need to adapt in a way that helps
the community to manage growth pressures and capture opportunities for economic
development.
Project Focus Area
The project focus area begins with the intersection where Routes 123 and 140 converge around
the historic Town green in complicated street configuration. From that starting point, the study
looked outward to an area that would be reasonable walking distance from the center (Figure
2).
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Figure 1. Regional Location of Study Area
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Figure 2. Walking distances from Library Square
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Early Findings
Previous and Ongoing Study
At the outset of the project there was a considerable amount of planning and implementation
either already complete or underway, and these efforts addressed issues in the Village Center
at different levels (i.e., directly or indirectly).
MassDOT Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP) Project for Routes 123/495
MassDOT has scheduled numerous improvements along Route 123 between Pine St. and
Leonard St. in 2019. The work will address poor pavement condition, multi-modal, safety,
drainage and related improvement needs, including geometric improvements at intersections.
New sidewalks are proposed on the South side of Route 123 (East Main Street). Minor widening
of the roadway is proposed to provide better bicycle accommodation. Guardrail, curbing, and
drainage system upgrades will also be included.
Local Main Street Sewer Extension Project
In May of 2017, Town Meeting approved appropriation for a sewer main extension that will
connect from Wheaton College to the Middle School (Figure 3). The installation of this
infrastructure will remove a significant barrier to redevelopment along this stretch of roadway.
Route 140 Study
SRPEDD performed a study of Route 140 running north from Norton’s Village center through
Mansfield and into Foxborough, and a draft report was issued in January 2018. The report
offered suggestions for all three communities. For Norton, highlights of the report
recommendations include:
•
•
•
•

A realignment of Route 140 to create a four-way intersection with Route 123. The
report recommended focusing on the option that has the roadway running through the
church parking area.
The addition of signal pre-emption equipment should be incorporated into the signal
system for public safety vehicles.
Upgrades to pedestrian signal timing for the Route 140 northbound approach to meet
current standards as outlined by the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD).
Improvements at the pedestrian crosswalk at the northern terminus of Howard Street.
The most pressing need is to repair the pedestrian signal.
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Figure 3. West Main Street Sewer Extension Conceptual Layout (Weston & Sampson)
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Norton Complete Streets Needs Assessment & Prioritization Plan (June 2018)
The Town participated in the Commonwealth’s Complete Streets program with the help of
SRPEDD. In the first phase of involvement, the Town adopted an official Complete Streets policy
(October 2017):
“The purpose of the Town of Norton’s Complete Streets Policy is to accommodate all road users
by creating a roadway network that meets the needs of individuals utilizing a variety of
transportation modes. It is the intent of the Town of Norton to formalize the plan, design,
operation and maintenance of streets so that they are safe for users of all ages, all abilities and
all income levels as a matter of routine. This Policy directs decision-makers to consistently plan,
design, construct and maintain streets to accommodate all anticipated users including, but not
limited to pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, emergency vehicles, school buses, transit, freight
and commercial vehicles.” - Norton Complete Streets Policy (October 2017)
In June of 2018, the Town developed its Complete Streets Prioritization Plan, which identifies
over 40 specific projects that should be implemented between 2019 and 2024. Improvements
identified within the study area for this report were highest priority and included the
installation of several sidewalks and signage/sharrows for cyclists.
Norton Bike Path Extension
Considerable planning and local advocacy occurred in recent years related to the
redevelopment of the existing World War II Veterans Trail. The current proposal will extend the
existing rail trail from Cobb Street, Mansfield Southerly to Hill Street and Crane Street at the
Myles Standish Industrial Park in Taunton (Figure 4). The Commonwealth’s Transportation
Improvement Plan (TIP) has this scheduled for 2021.
Safe Routes to School
The Town of Norton has expressed interest in participating in the national Safe Routes to
School program, which is administered at the state level. This program provides funding and
other assistance to help communities pursue the development of infrastructure and programs
that facilitate safe biking and walking to school. To date, some public education has occurred
locally, but Norton has yet to make any major commitment to the program.
Study Area Assessment
In addition to these reports, the consultants developed a series of map information summaries
that helped to illustrate different planning issues related to the study area such as existing land
use patterns, circulation, and assets and opportunities. (Figures 5-9)
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Source: Norton Alternative Transportation Committee (http://nortonrailtrail.weebly.com/)

Figure 4. Potential route of the Norton WWII Trail
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Figure 5. Current land uses in study area
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Figure 6. Existing zoning districts in study area
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Figure 7. Historic, open space, and recreational resources in study area
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Figure 8. Issues with getting around the study area
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Figure 9. Overall opportunities study area
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Project Engagement and Outreach
Public engagement and outreach were an important component to the project and helped to
shape some of the core policy commitments that emerged from the study. A summary of Public
Engagement is provided as Attachment A. Highlights include:
The Project Stakeholder Group
A Stakeholder Group was convened before the project kicked off that would help to review
issues over the course of the project, help shape the public process, and discuss
implementation ideas as they emerged. Members of the Stakeholder Group included:
Name
Bob Kimball
Peg Dooley
Nancy (Robbins) Federici
Brian Douglas
Frank Gay
Ron Morgan
Tim Griffin
Joe Baeta
Jennifer O’Neill
Keith Silver
Paul DiGiuseppe
Tabitha Harkin
Mike Yunits
Jed Cornock

Agency/Organization
Board of Selectmen, Chair
Historic Commission, Chair
Historic Commission
Wheaton College, Vice President
Greater Attleboro-Taunton Regional Transit Authority (GATRA)
Director
GATRA Manager of Capital Projects
Norton Planning Board
Norton Schools Superintendent
Norton Schools Assistant Superintendent
Norton Highway Superintendent
Norton Director of Planning and Economic Development
Former Norton Director of Planning and Economic Development
Norton Town Manager
Southeastern Regional Planning and Economic Development District
(SRPEDD)

Project Website
The project consultants developed a website for the study that serve as a hub for information
and updates, a platform for survey deployment, and a place where residents could review
educational materials.
Public Workshops
Three public workshops were held over the course of the project. Two were convened at Henri
A. Yelle Elementary School (first and third workshops) with the other (middle) workshop taking
place at Wheaton College.
Public Surveys
As a follow up to the first two Public Workshops, electronic surveys were used to present the
same materials and asked the same questions. This allowed the Town to significantly increase
the public response rate to these questions.
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Listening Post
As another follow up to the second Public Workshop, the Town posted the polling materials in
Town Hall in a high foot traffic area. As with the follow up Public Surveys, this significantly
increased the awareness and response frequency to important questions about the village
center.

Transportation Assessment and Next Steps
Work with the Stakeholder Group and feedback from the …in previous discussions, the
public demonstrated quickly that the highest priority idea of realigning a state road
transportation discussion in the community was the running through a Historic
alignment of the Library Square intersection at the District was dismissed as too
geographic core of the village. Circulation of automobiles complicated, too expensive,
through this area, particularly at peak commuting times, is and/or too damaging to existing
very often a mess of high intensity traffic delays. This issue historic resources. Importantly,
has been discussed before and, in previous discussions, the the tone of the discussion within
idea of realigning a state road running through a Historic both the Stakeholder Group and
District was dismissed as too complicated, too expensive, the general public has shifted.
and/or too damaging to existing historic resources.
Importantly, the tone of the discussion within both the Stakeholder Group and the general public
has shifted. While the community recognizes the enormous challenge of realigning the Library
Square intersection, Norton’s residents and leadership no longer feel the status quo is
acceptable. The Town is prepared to commit itself to a lengthy and very difficult process in order
to improve conditions in its historic Village Center.
Public Transportation
GATRA provides bus service through the Village Center. Route 18 travels from Attleborough to
Taunton along West Main Road and Taunton Avenue with a stop in front of the Post Office.
There is also a shuttle that services Wheaton College along Mansfield Avenue.
GATRA and the Town are working together to find a location for a bus hub in the Village Center
to address existing issues and build on growing opportunities. At the current bus stop location
in front of the Post Office, buses conflict with customers driving into and out of the Post Office.
The hub also causes back-ups in both directions along Taunton Avenue, but most notably
southbound, and this impacts the intersection of Mansfield and Taunton avenues. A new
location will alleviate these conflicts.
GATRA is also extending service in the area east along East Main Street to Norton Glenn. A hub
will be able to accommodate existing and new passengers heading into the Village Center, such
as Wheaton students, faculty, and administrative staff, but also those headed to municipal
offices and businesses in the area.
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Walking and Biking
Much of the public discussion regarding circulation in the study area focused on the unsafe
conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists. Existing conditions include a near complete network of
sidewalks and crossings. However, the network is designed to be completely secondary to
automobile traffic, making safe crossings or bicycle travel nearly impossible during peak traffic
periods. Importantly, the study area includes Wheaton College, Yelle Elementary School, and
Norton High School.
In March 2019, the Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) approved the
Town’s Complete Streets Prioritization Plan. Doing so makes the Town eligible for state funding
toward implementation. Two projects in the top five on the prioritization list are in the Village
Center:
•

•

Project #1: East Main Street Pedestrian Improvements from Howard to Pine Streets
includes resurfacing the existing sidewalk on the south side of the road to provide a fivefoot wide walk surface (Howard Street to Pine Street). It will add curb ramps compliant
with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and the Architectural Access Board (AAB)
with tactile warning panels and high visibility crosswalks at all pedestrian crossing
locations (where necessary). The project started in the fall of 2018 and will resume late
spring 2019.
Project #4: Library Square Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements include installing a new
five-foot wide asphalt sidewalk with granite curbing on the north side of the road
(Mansfield Avenue to Howard Street) and ADA/AAB compliant curb ramps with tactile
warning panels and high visibility crosswalks at all intersecting streets. Improvements
will also incorporate sharrows (shared-lane markings on the roadway for bicycles) 1 and
bicycle signage.

The Town is also working with SRPEDD to establish a dockless bike-share program in the Village
Center. This will be linked with GATRA service now and coordinated with the location of a bus
hub in the future.
Moving forward, the Town should continue to advocate for aggressive design solutions within
the Village Center and along the main roads that move cars and people into the center. The
Town should also consider consolidating all the information on infrastructure improvements
into a single web page so members of the community can remain informed.
Library Square Intersection Alternatives Review
To help the general public think about potential changes to the roadway layout, four
alternatives, including the “no action” alternative, were presented for comment and discussion
with the community; however, no single alternative presented itself as the clear favorite.
Except for the “no-action” alternative, each offered a solution that impacted the character of
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shared_lane_marking
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Library Square and more questions arose that needed further evaluation. The alternatives
included:
•
•
•
•

Alternative A – “No Action”
Alternative B – Straightens Route 140 by relocating Taunton Avenue to the west
Alternative C – Shifts Mansfield Avenue through the Town Common to meet Taunton
Avenue to the east
Alternative D – Creation of a one-way circulation pattern clockwise around the Town
Common

These alternatives are illustrated below, followed by Table 1, which provides an overview of the
adverse impacts and benefits identified for each. Also, each illustration shows a location for a
future GATRA bus stop/hub. This is considered a placeholder. The Town will continue to
coordinate with GATRA as it evaluates these alternatives to identify a location of the future hub
in the Village Center.
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Alternative A
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Alternative B
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Alternative C
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Alternative D
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Table 1. Summary of Adverse Impacts and Benefits of Four Alternatives for the Intersection at Library Square

Traffic flow
Currently LOS F
(more than 2 minutes
delay during PM peak
period)*
Historic character

Alternative A
Adverse Impacts
Benefits
No change
No change

No change

Walking and biking

No change

Transit

None

Development potential

No change

Private property
Green space

Alternative B
Adverse Impacts
Benefits
LOS C (22 seconds
delay)
LOS D in 2040 (46
seconds delay)

Maintains existing
historic features

Demolition of 1
property contributing
to the Norton Historic
District: 9 Taunton
Avenue
No change, but planned None
improvements by
MassDOT and Town
continue along Route
123 (East Main Street)
No change, but
continued search for
designated GATRA stop
south of Post Office on
Route 140
Maintains future
development potential
at Post Office site and
surrounding Wheaton
College campus

None

None

None

None

No change

Impacting potentially
nine private properties
(including relocation)
None

None

-

Concentrates
designated crosswalks
at a four-way
intersection.
Planned improvements
continue.
No change.
Continued search for
designated GATRA stop
south of Post Office
(Route 140)
Maintains future
development potential
at Post Office site.
New opportunities may
open along
realignment.
No change

* The Route 140 Study: Norton, Mansfield, Foxborough prepared by SRPEDD (January 2018 Draft)
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Alternative C
Adverse Impacts
Benefits
To be determined, but
potentially similar
improvements as
Alternative B

Alternative D
Adverse Impacts
Benefits
To be determined

Bisects the Town
Common, a
contributing property
to the Norton Historic
District
None

-

Reconfigures historic
Town Common in its
current location

Maintains most of the
Town Common

Concentrates
designated crosswalks
at a four-way
intersection
Planned improvements
continue
No change.
Continued search for
designated GATRA stop
south of Post Office
(Route 140)
Maintains future
development potential
at Post Office site.
New opportunities may
open along
realignment.
-

None

Concentrates
designated crosswalks
at a four-way
intersection; Planned
improvements
continue
No change.
Continued search for
designated GATRA stop
south of Post Office
(Route 140)
Maintains future
development potential
at Post Office site.

None

None

Expands green space in
front of Old Library
along Mansfield
Avenue

None

Expands green space in
front of Old Library
along Mansfield
Avenue

None

No change

Impacting potentially 3
private properties
(including relocation)
None

None
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Going forward, the objective is to continue investigating the alternatives to understand which
results in the best outcome based on what the community feels are balanced sacrifices and
gains. There are several necessary steps to do this. First, additional development of design
concepts of Alternatives B, C, and D will provide more detailed information to help the Town
and community better compare the feasibility, cost, benefits, and adverse impacts of each. A
draft design concept is done to scale with available data and without conducting a survey in the
field. Using existing town and state plans for the roadways, more detailed conceptual designs
can be made with more a more accurate right of way and utility locations.
A traffic analysis will determine if an alternative will result in improvements to traffic flow
through the intersection. Some traffic data can be extrapolated for Alternative B based on
SRPEDD’s 2018 study of Route 140, but data would have to be analyzed for the other
alternatives to compare any results and potential improvements.
Further evaluation of the alternatives would require coordination with MassDOT as Route 123
(West Main Street) west of Taunton Avenue and Route 140 (Mansfield and Taunton Avenues)
are under MassDOT jurisdiction. Given the scale of Alternatives B, C, and D, it is likely that state
and federal funding would be sought for the project, which requires programming in the
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) developed by the Southeastern Massachusetts
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO). The town would initiate the project and be an
active proponent in seeking funding and inclusion on the TIP. MassDOT would assist the Town
of Norton throughout the planning, design and construction of the project. While initial project
coordination with MassDOT would be informal, the project would need to be formally accepted
as a MassDOT project through a three-step process to progress to the TIP. Using the on-line
Massachusetts Project Intake Tool (MaPIT) the Town would need to identify the Project Need
(Step 1), and complete the Project Initiation Form (Step 2) to define project scope, costs,
timeline, impacts and responsibilities. The MassDOT Project Review Committee would review
the project and determine if it is approved as a MassDOT project (Step 3). 2
The use of federal and state funds requires that the project comply with the federal National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA).
Both review processes include consideration of potential impacts to the natural and built
environment associated with the project alternatives leading to the selection of the preferred
alternative. The MEPA regulations (301 CMR 11.00) set project thresholds that require the
submittal of an Environmental Notification Form (ENF) with the potential for further review if
required by the Secretary of Energy and Environmental Affairs. The MEPA thresholds likely to
be triggered by Alternatives B, C, and/or D include the following:
•

2

Land – Conversion of land held for natural resources purposes in accordance with Article
97 of the Amendments to the Constitution of the Commonwealth. (See below for a
discussion Article 97). This would apply to any right- of-way obtained from the Town
Common.

See https://www.mass.gov/info-details/massdot-highway-initiating-a-project for more information.
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•
•

Transportation – Construction of a new roadway one-quarter of more miles in length
Historic and Archeological Resources – demolition of all or any exterior of any historic
structure listed in or located in any historic district listed in the State Register of Historic
Places or the inventory of Historic and Archeological Assets of the Commonwealth.

In addition, because the project is located within a historic district and may require the taking
of public open space land (the Town Common), compliance with the following would be
required:
Federal
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 – These regulations were enacted
to preserve and protect the nation’s historic buildings, structures, neighborhoods, landscapes
and archeological sites. A Section 106 review is required if a federal or federally-assisted project
has the potential to affect historic properties. The MassDOT Cultural Resources Unit (CRU)
coordinates the review process for MassDOT projects and consults with local historical
commissions and the State Historical Preservation Officer (Massachusetts Historical
Commission) regarding potential impacts and mitigation measures associated with a project.
CRU prepares a finding under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 for
submittal to the Massachusetts Historical Commission. Should an adverse effect be
determined, a Memorandum of Agreement spelling out the mitigation measures necessary for
the project to move forward will be negotiated and signed by the consulting parties.
Section 4(f) of the Transportation Act of 1966 – This regulation directs the Secretary of
Transportation to take special effort to preserve the natural beauty of the countryside, public
parks, recreation lands, wildlife refuges and historic sites. Regulations governing Section 4(f)
implementation specify that there can be no taking of parks, recreation or wildlife lands, or
impairment of historic sites without a thorough investigation into whether or not there are any
prudent and feasible alternatives exist, and that all planning measures have been taken to
minimize harm to the resource. Demolition of a historic property or taking of public parkland
requires the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to review the project under Section 4(f).
Under Section 4(f), FHWA determines if the proposed alternative would change the “use” of the
4(f) property and whether this change is the only feasible and prudent alternative. “Use” in the
context of Section 4(f) includes the permanent taking of the property (including demolition of
buildings and incorporation of the site into the roadway); temporary occupancy of a property
for construction purposes (i.e construction easements); or a constructive use, which occurs
when the proximity of the of the proposed project adjacent to, or nearby a Section 4(f)
property results in substantial impairment to the property’s activities, features, or attributes
that qualify the property as a 4(f) resource.
State
MGL Chapter 9, Section 26-27C, as amended by Chapter 254 of the Acts of 1988 – This law
establishes a review process, modeled after Section 106, that requires consultation among the
responsible state agencies, the Massachusetts Historical Commission, local historical
commissions, and other interested parties to determine whether state funded or licensed
Norton Village Center Study
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projects would have any adverse effect on properties listed in the State Register of Historic
Places.
Article 97 of the Massachusetts Constitution – This article provides that conservation land,
parkland, and other open space held for public purposes shall not be conveyed for other uses
without a two-thirds vote of both houses of the state legislature. Municipally-held Article 97
land disposition requires the unanimous vote of the Conservation Commission or Park
Commission (as applicable) and a two-thirds vote of Town Meeting. Any disposition of Article
97 land must follow the Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs policy and show
that all options to avoid Article 97 disposition have been explored and no feasible and
substantially equivalent alternatives exists (monetary considerations notwithstanding).
Local
Norton General By-law Chapter 66: Historic Districts – This local by-law established the Norton
Historic District Commission, which has control over new construction, reconstruction,
alterations, movements, and demolition of exterior architectural features of buildings and
structures within the historic district. An application for demolition would need to be submitted
to the Historic District Commission who would hold a public hearing. If the application were
approved, the Commission would issue a Certificate of Design Approval.
The federal and state review processes can be done simultaneously, and all have in common a
consideration of alternatives as the basis for their respective findings.
As an initial assessment comparing the implementation efforts needed, the following provides a
preliminary list of potential next steps focused on analysis and data needs should an alternative
move forward.
Alternative A
Potential Implementation Steps & Needs
Should the Town decide that reconfiguring the intersection is not viable option, some actions
can be done to the intersection that may improve traffic flow.
•

Signalization Improvements
MassDOT indicated that there has been some modification to the signalization at the
intersection in recent years. There may be an opportunity to fine tune signal timing
based on current traffic volumes, but this alone will not solve the traffic congestion
problem.

•

Restripe and Sign Intersection
Moving east-west through the intersection on Route 123 can be confusing. Striping and
signage might help drivers navigate better.
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•

Focus on Walking, Biking, and Transit
Adding infrastructure and amenities for walking, biking, and transit are the most
attainable next steps in this and all other alternatives. The Town and MassDOT have
already started installation of new sidewalks and bike lanes in the Village Center.

Alternative B
Potential Implementation Steps & Needs
• Draft Concept Design
Further refinements can be made around the church to meet Taunton Avenue, which
would create more of an “S” curve, to avoid impacting the residential property to the
south.
•

Confirm Improvements to Intersection Level of Service (LOS)
In its 2018 study of the Route 140 corridor, SRPEDD conducted a traffic analysis at the
Library Square intersection and evaluated a realignment of Route 140 to create an
intersection similar to Alternative B. The analysis showed an improvement in level of
service (LOS) from an F to a C, sustaining long-term improvements to a LOS D.

Potential Environmental and Historic Compliance Needs (for roadway, not site development)
Items triggering review would be:
• Demolition of a historic property contributing to a historic district and realignment of
the roadways within an historic district.
• Construction of a new roadway one-quarter of more miles in length
Based upon the initial sketch plan, it appears that the Town Common would not be affected by
this alternative. This would need to be confirmed at the concept design stage. The following
review processes would be required:
• MEPA
• NEPA
• Section 106
• Section 4(f)
Alternative C
Potential Implementation Steps
• Draft Concept Design
To further refine alignment.
•

Traffic Analysis
A traffic analysis has not been done for this configuration in prior studies. However, in
its 2018 study of the Route 140 corridor, SRPEDD conducted a traffic analysis at the
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Library Square intersection and evaluated a realignment of Route 140 to create a fourway intersection similar to Alternative C. The analysis showed an improvement in LOS
from an F to a C, sustaining long-term improvements to a LOS D.
Potential Environmental and Historic Compliance Needs (for roadway, not site development)
Items triggering review would be:
• Taking of land from the Town Common and realignment of the roadways within an
historic district.
• Construction of a new roadway one-quarter of more miles in length
• Conversion of land (the Town Common) under Article 97
The following review processes would be required:
• MEPA
• Article 97 disposition
• NEPA
• Section 106
• Section 4(f)
Alternative D
Potential Implementation Steps & Needs
• Traffic analysis
A traffic analysis has not been done for this configuration in prior studies. In this case,
the traffic analysis should be conducted first to determine feasibility of this alternative
relative to traffic operations before moving into concept design.
•

Draft Concept Design
The draft concept design may refine the alternative to address traffic control operations
for the one-way circulation pattern based on the results of the traffic analysis, as well as
the turn radii required for large vehicles and heavy trucks.

Potential Environmental and Historic Compliance Needs (for roadway, not site development)
Items triggering review would be:
• Taking of land from the Town Common and realignment of the roadways within an
historic district.
• Construction of a new roadway one-quarter of more miles in length.
• Conversion of land (the Town Common) under Article 97
The following review processes would be required:
• MEPA
• Article 97 disposition
• NEPA
Norton Village Center Study
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•
•

Section 106
Section 4(f)

Zoning Assessment and Recommendations
Assessment of Current Zoning Provisions
An important recommendation for this project includes rezoning at least part of the study area
to achieve the goals for the Village Center. These goals include encouraging a mix of uses and
development patterns that bolster the historic character of the Village and provide a walkable
environment.
Highlights of the Existing Zoning
The current Zoning in the study area is a mix of Resident 60 and Village Commercial. In the R60,
as the name suggests, the minimum lot size requirement is 60,000 SF. This district covers a
significant portion of the Town as a whole and is intended predominantly for single family
residential homes in a suburban form. It should be noted that Wheaton College sits on R60
land, including institutional buildings and recreational space. From the outset of the study,
there was little to no discussion of making major changes to the R60 district. The residential
district is generally well established and there are no near term plans for the college to make
any dramatic changes.
Although smaller than the R60 overall, the VC District is applied to six different areas in the
community including (generally moving west to east):
•
•
•
•
•
•

A small area across from Michelle’s Corner Store just north of Chartley Pond. This piece
of the VC is mostly undeveloped and includes surface water and some existing single
family residential.
A long strip of corridor down Route 123 (West Main) with many different pockets of
development. This stretch of 123 includes a variety of residential and commercial
development at different scales with no singular character.
A small area on South Worcester Street crosses the tracks, includes MCM Pools Inc. and
Barrowsville Station Liquors.
A larger portion in the more northerly part of Mansfield Ave that includes a furniture
store, Emma’s Pizza, and the Produce Barn.
A fairly large (second) stretch of Route 123 that includes more institutional uses like the
Police and Fire Stations, as well as Town Hall.
A small sliver of land that includes the Chateau Restaurant on Bay Road
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Figure 10. Norton Zoning Map Highlighting Village Commercial Districts
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The size of this district and the variety of places to which it is applied suggests the Town saw
this district as a broad development tool that could be used for a variety of opportunities. The
district is not focused on a particular place, but rather on promoting a particular style of
development. The variety of neighborhoods/areas to which this applies also suggests the Town
was being more opportunistic about which areas or property owners might take advantage of
some of the provisions in the district. Some of the important provisions in the VC language
include:
•

•

•

•

A wide array of uses is allowed within the district. The inclusion of cemeteries, golf
course, single family residential, multi-family residential, gas stations, hotels, and many
others suggests the Town recognized the diverse development opportunities that could
occur in the six different VC areas.
The minimum lot size in the district is 18,000 SF, somewhere between a third and a half
acre. While this lot size may be reasonable for many of the potentially allowable uses, it
should be noted that many lots within the study area are smaller than this minimum
standard. Also, the minimum lot size for multi-family residential development expands
as units are added to the property. This has the effect of significantly increasing the
amount of land per residential unit and potentially making such development financially
unfeasible.
Setbacks and other dimensional requirements in the district are fairly typical for
suburban. As with the minimum lot size, it is important to note that the required
frontage and perhaps the lot coverage may be too restrictive for several of the lots in
the study area.
Parking requirements for the district are also typical for suburban commercial or mixed
use areas, but do have some requirements that have shown to be unnecessarily high in
most commercial areas. For example, Office and Retail (two of the most desirable uses
for the study area), require 5 parking spaces per 1,000 SF of building floor area. The
result of this requirement is a parking lot that is often twice the area of the building
footprint. While this may be appropriate for a popular suburban restaurant, it can be
excessive for basic services, retail, and other uses in a more compact area such as the
Village Center.

A final important element to the existing zoning includes the design guidelines provided for the
VC District. The guidelines cover four basic areas of design:
•

•
•

Buildings – Guidance is provided on where building should be located on the site. For
example, buildings should be brought forward with parking located in the rear. Further,
there are several guidelines related to basic architecture including articulation between
stories and across broad surfaces, design of entranceways, and others.
Rooflines – Guidance calls for traditional New England rooflines but specifies
undesirable forms like A-frame and mansard.
Signage – Guidance is very simple for signs with basic language regarding shape and
illumination.
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•

Windows – Guidance is brief and covers some basic points around transparency and
awnings.

The substance of these guidelines is quite consistent with core principles of village design and
reflects the vision articulated as part of the project. Part of the challenge with this section of
the current Bylaw is the “softness” of the language. Each of these guidelines is presented as
something a developer “should” follow as opposed to something a developer “shall” follow.
From a legal perspective, this provides flexibility but also makes it difficult for the Town to show
any real strength in the permit review process.
General Approach
The assessment of the existing district identifies several important issues that help to shape the
approach to zoning reform within the scope of this study. Actual draft language for the
proposed zoning is included in Attachment B.
A New Zoning District
The large geographic extent of the existing VC District, and the variety of neighborhoods it
regulates suggests that a different district is needed. Attempting to merely make adjustments
to the VC District to meet the needs of the Village Center would create unintended
consequences in other areas of Town. Further, there are tools appropriate to the village center
area that simply would not produce the desired development pattern in other areas. This
report, therefore, calls for a more focused approach and establishes a new Village Center Core.
This area is depicted in Figure 10.
Allowable Uses
By focusing on a small area of mixed use development, it is easier to tailor the list of uses to
match a more cohesive vision for the district. As discussed previously, the current VC District
potentially allows for uses within residential, commercial, and industrial categories. The
proposed zoning from this report greatly narrows this list to include a modest variety of
residential use (including small-scale multi-family) and commercial uses that are typically found
in tradition village development (e.g. small-scale retail, service and office). A full list of
proposed uses can be seen in Attachment B.
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Figure 11. Proposed Mixed Use Village Center District

Dimensional Requirements
Dimensional requirements for any village style development are typically geared to smaller,
more compact forms of development. Part of the overarching goal is to enable development
that is conducive to people walking from one building to another, so keeping buildings close to
one another is important. To that end, proposed standards that are different from the zoning
today include:
•
•
•

Reducing the minimum lot size from 18,000 to 5,000 SF. This will enable more flexible
configurations of lots and ensure all the lots that exist today become “legally
conforming.”
Reducing the minimum required frontage from 120 feet to 50 feet. Similar to the
adjustment to minimum lot size, this will enable more flexible configurations of lots
and ensure all the lots that exist today become “legally conforming.”
Providing a range for front yard setbacks from zero feet to 40 feet. This gives flexibility
on where the building can be placed relative to the front lot line and shifts the focus to
how the front yard is designed (see below).
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As discussed in the assessment above, setbacks for side and rear yards in the existing VC District
are appropriate to the style of development called for in the overall vision. It should be noted
that village zoning often uses a zero minimum side setback to allow buildings to share a wall
along a property line, a practice common in many more urban New England Villages. However,
the historic scale of development in Norton’s Village Center (and the desired scale) does not
reflect that pattern. The recommended side yard setback is therefore unchanged from the
existing VC District (10 feet).
Parking and Loading
Parking and loading standards always represent a challenge for communities looking to
strengthen and facilitate village style development. Historic villages were designed before the
age of the automobile, and therefore these areas need to deviate from the more suburban style
regulation that mandates every site has a certain minimum amount of parking. Similarly with
loading, most traditional village centers simply were not designed to set aside space on every
lot where a delivery truck could conveniently park and unload goods. Despite these
complications, villages all over New England successfully function without parking and loading
on every site. Indeed, many villages function with no space designated for loading and very few
parking lots at all. In the most successful areas, property owners (often working together)
simply figure out how to provide the amount of parking they need through a combination of
on-site spaces, off-site spaces (shared or valet), reliance on public parking (lots or garages), and
on-street parking as well as providing accommodations for bikes. Loading simply occurs from
the street at low traffic times or from parking areas on-site if they exist.
The recommendations related to parking and loading account for the challenges inherent to
compact village development and also the relative small area in the proposed district. With
regard to loading areas, none will be required. With regard for parking, property owners will
only be required to provide parking for on-site residential use. For commercial use, there would
be no minimum requirement; however, there would be nothing precluding property owners
from providing parking if they have the space. Further, to prevent the development of extra
large parking areas that are counter to principles of village design, parking maximums will also
be applied to specific uses.
Design Standards
The VC District zoning provides a series of design guidelines that address issues related to site
and building design (see Assessment discussion above). Importantly, these design guidelines
address a limited scope of issues and are non-binding based on the language in the bylaw. The
language for the new VCC should address a more comprehensive set of guidelines. Further,
while some of these guidelines will remain non-binding, others will be made stronger and
require compliance. Figure 12 below shows an example of how typical development patterns
today can be shifted to create a more walkable, pedestrian friendly environment.
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Before

After
Figure 12. Illustration of a more walkable, pedestrian friendly environment
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Summary of Recommendations
Recommendation

Lead

Continue to organize information from
this study for public consumption and
present updates on the Town Webpage.
Re-engage with Safe Routes to School
to identify infrastructure improvements
in and around the Village Center.
Develop more detailed conceptual
sketches of Traffic Alternatives using
existing plan information for right of
ways.
Develop preliminary cost estimates for
Traffic Alternative conceptual designs.
Perform traffic analyses for each of the
new Traffic Alternative conceptual
designs.
Develop a permitting checklist for each
of the Traffic Alternative conceptual
designs.
Perform MEPA/NEPA Section 106/4(f)
process and prepare documentation.

Town Planner

Use draft zoning language from this
report to create an official proposal for
the Planning Board’s consideration.
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Estimated
Cost
Modest staff
time

Timeframe

Town Planner

Staff Time

Ongoing

Consulting
Engineer

$50K – 70K

2-3 years

Consulting
Engineer
SRPEDD

$3 – 5K

2-3 years

$25K – 30K

2-3 years

Town Planner

Modest staff
time

1-2 years

Consulting
$50 - $60K
Engineer/Planner/
Historic Specialist
Town Planner
Considerable
staff time

3-4 years
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Ongoing
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